Title: Bob Wright Centre (BWC) – Building Heat Upgrades

Location: BWC Mechanical Room; all building areas will be impacted

Description: Facilities Management and Apex Contracting will be performing building heat upgrades to improve capacity to heat at peak demand.

The work will require a one day shut-down of the heating system. At the end of the day Wednesday, the building heat will be shut-down to allow the contractor to perform the work in a safe manner the following day, Thursday.

It is advised to bring an extra sweater in case the building temperature is a little cooler than normal while repairs are being undertaken. We apologize for the inconvenience.

Upon completion of the work Facilities Management will reinstate the heating late in the day. The heat will be fully functional by the time the work day starts Friday morning.

Time frame: Wednesday January 13 through Thursday January 14, 2021

FMGT contact: John Tierney, Project Manager

Email address: johntierney@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-721-7767